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Over 500 crafts and activities from FamilyFun magazine.
Keith Haring is synonymous with the downtown New York art scene of the 1980's. His artwork-with its simple, bold lines and dynamic figures
in motion-filtered in to the world's consciousness and is still instantly recognizable, twenty years after his death. This Penguin Classics Deluxe
Edition features ninety black-and-white images of classic artwork and never-before-published Polaroid images, and is a remarkable glimpse
of a man who, in his quest to become an artist, instead became an icon. For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading
publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of
the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by
introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by award-winning translators.
Prachtig geschreven verhalen over de noodzakelijke strijd tussen bevriende kunstenaars Picasso had Les Demoiselles d’Avignon niet
geschilderd zonder de druk die Matisse uitoefende om het uiterste te behalen. Freud was zonder de vriendschap met Bacon in zijn beginstijl
blijven hangen en was dan nooit de gargantueske vleeslijven gaan schilderen. Manet en Degas. Picasso en Matisse. De Kooning en Pollock.
Freud en Bacon. Al deze kunstenaars waren vrienden. De titel is De kunst van de rivaliteit, maar dit boek gaat net zozeer over intimiteit en
openstaan voor invloed. Het gaat over vatbaarheid, de 'state of mind' die kunstenaars eigenlijk vooral aan het begin van hun carrière hebben.
Op die momenten kijken ze naar elkaar en zijn ze nog op zoek naar hun stem, techniek en vorm. Die openheid heeft een beperkte
houdbaarheid en die houdbaarheid is de kern van het betoog van Sebastian Smee. Het is een boek over verleiding, en op een bepaalde
manier ook over scheiden en verraad. Elk verhaal vertelt over de wegtrekkende beweging van de urgente aantrekkingskracht van de andere
artiest; het vitale creatieve proces dat we 'het vinden van de vorm' noemen. De zoektocht naar onafhankelijkheid, naar het soort spirituele
distinctie dat zich wapent tegen vergelijking en collegialiteit, is een natuurlijk deel van het formeren van een creatieve identiteit met werkelijke
potentie. Het toont ook het zeer moderne verlangen om uniek, origineel, onnavolgbaar te zijn; om de eenzame grootsheid te behalen. Een
meesterwerk over de meesterwerken van de grote artiesten van de 20e eeuw. Sebastian Smee is kunstcriticus van The Boston Globe. Hij is
geboren en getogen in Australië en woonde tussen 2000 en 2004 in Londen. Hij heeft eerder veel over Lucian Freud geschreven en zijn
artikelen zijn verschenen in The Daily Telegraph, The Guardian en The Spectator. Smee heeft de Pulitzer Prize voor zijn recensentenwerk
gewonnen.
Discover the unspoilt beauty of France's most legendary regions as well as the more famous hot-spots. From the glamour of St. Tropez to the
tranquil hills of Provence, this guide explores the whole area with wit, insight, and passion.
The Museum Of Modern Art, November 13, 1951 To January 13, 1952; The Cleveland Museum Of Art, February 5 To March 16, 1952; The
Art Institute Of Chicago, April 1 To May 4, 1952; The San Francisco Museum Of Art, May 22 To July 6, 1952.
Henri MatisseThe Cut-outsMuseum of Modern Art
Reconsiders the cut-outs, including the materials and methods, the artist's environmental ambitions for them, tensions between art and
decoration and between drawing and color.
Offers historical information and traveling tips for each portion of the French Riviera, along with recommendations for lodging, restaurants,
attractions, shopping, entertainment, and nightlife.
This illustrated guide features twenty-five projects to share with crafty kids who love to read—with simple techniques for book binding, pop-up
books and more! In Making Books with Kids, master book artist Esther K.¬†Smith shares kid-friendly, easy-to-follow instructions for a variety
of fun and creative bookmaking projects—all supported with step-by-step, full-color photographs and illustrations. Each sequence is
accompanied by finished samples and variations as well as Smith's own inspiring work. Full of paper crafting techniques, including sewing,
collage, pop-up assemblage and more, the lessons in this book are both practical and open-ended, offering plenty of room for exploration and
variation. Colorful photos illustrate how different people using the same lesson will yield different results, exemplifying the way the lesson
brings out each artist's personal style. Children of all ages and experience levels can be guided by adults and will enjoy these engaging
exercises.
Denis is searching for his mother’s past, knowing she had secrets. In Nice, he finds her friends, Monique and Clemence. In the 1950s, they
were Matisse’s assistants when he was old and ill, pinning up his coloured paper shapes, putting the great cut out works together. Monique
inspired his great designs in the chapel at Vence; Clemence, in pursuit of love, was caught in an affair that led to violence and disaster. So
they have their own intense and colourful past – but they hold the key to Denis’s past too. He’s about to face the greatest challenge of his
life.
Whose giant foot is that? Where are those ears going . . . ? Through windows, behind trees, and behind buildings, Big Bunny is peeking out.
More than one hundred fifty colorful animal characters, busily walking through their city, stop and look at the giant bunny in their midst. What
could all of these clues add up to? Why, it's Big Bunny—a huge balloon, sailing down the street with a smile in the middle of a parade!
Beginning readers will love searching through Steve Henry's detailed spreads for hints, looking for Big Bunny in each spread. The text
features brief, simple sentences with no more than one word changing from page to page, making this one of the first books a child will be
able to read on their own. For older readers, an author's note explains the inspiration behind the story, artistic influences, and some of the
unexpected treasures hiding on the page. Bold colors and creative cutaways make this a fun read, and there's always some new detail to
discover!
Selection of letters and their drawings, paintings,drawings, illustrated books, tapestries, stained-glass window maquettes, etc.
Discover 50 cocktails inspired by famous artists, their art and their favourite tipples. Shake up delicious art-inspired drinks, from the absinthefuelled Pablo Pisco Sour to the verdant Henry Mojito, and discover evocative cocktails that will transport you straight to Toulouse-Lautrec's
Moulin Rouge, Frida Kahlo's favourite cantina, or one of Salvador Dalí's surrealist dinner parties. Filled with art anecdotes and colourful tales,
this is both a whistle-stop tour through art history and an exciting way to wet your whistle. Cocktails include the: · Dalí Wallbanger · Klein Blue
Moon · Whamm! Bamm! Pow! · Picasso Sour · Frida Kahlúa · René Margarita · and the Hirst-inspired Shark Bite
With its fabulous artistic heritage, glorious light, glitzy resorts and mouth-watering food, it's little wonder that the Provence-French Riviera
region is the second most-visited in France after Paris. And Marseille, the rejuvenated 2013 European Capital of Culture, can now claim to be
one of the Mediterranean's most vibrant cities. Be inspired by this thoroughly updated edition of Insight Guide Provence and the French
Riviera, a detailed full-colour guide to this glamorous region. Inside Insight Guide Provence and the French Riviera: A thoroughly overhauled
edition by our expert authors. Stunning photography brings this stunning region and its people to life. Highlights of the region's top attractions,
such as stunning perched villages, arty Avignon and the awe-inspiring Pont du Gard. Descriptive area-by-area accounts cover the whole
region from rejuvenated Marseille to glitzy St-Tropez. Detailed, high-quality maps throughout will help you get around and travel tips give you
all the essential information for planning a memorable trip. About Insight Guides: Insight Guides has over 40 years' experience of publishing
high-quality, visual travel guides. We produce around 400 full-colour print guide books and maps as well as picture-packed eBooks to meet
different travellers' needs. Insight Guides' unique combination of beautiful travel photography and focus on history and culture together create
a unique visual reference and planning tool to inspire your next adventure.

THE MAKING OF MUSIC is the story of our musical history, its origins and how it has shaped us. We have all grown up with a
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common background noise, whether we realise it or not. The tradition of European music that took shape in medieval monasteries,
then in churches and courts, and moved into the salons, concert halls and theatres in later centuries, is in our cultural bloodstream.
James Naughtie delves into the colourful, turbulent world of music - its characters, traditions and mysterious power - in a
delightfully lively and personal way. His story is richly peopled and animated by moments of drama: what it was like at the first
night of The Rite of Spring, when the dancers could neither hear their instructions nor could Stravinsky continue conducting
because the booing was so loud; how it must have felt for Beethoven to scratch Napoleon's name off the dedication page of the
'Eroica' Symphony because he believed the emperor to have betrayed the French Revolution. As when presenting the Proms,
James Naughtie brings to THE MAKING OF MUSIC that particular blend of expertise and approachability set to delight the
aficionado and the uninitiated alike.
When a swan crashes through her window at the height of a winter storm, journalist Mitzi Fairweather decides to nurse the injured
bird back to health. But at sunset, the swan becomes a woman. This unexpected visitor is Odette, the swan princess – alone, adrift
and in danger in 21st-century Britain, entirely dependent on the kindness of strangers. Bird by day, human by night, and with no
way to go home, she remains convinced, to Mitzi’s distress, that only a man’s vow of eternal love can break her spell. Mitzi is
determined to help Odette, but as the two try to hide the improbable truth, their web of deception grows increasingly tangled. Can
they find a way to save Odette before it’s too late?
Discover new and exciting ways to teach STEM content through the arts in your early childhood program with this innovative and
comprehensive guidebook. Chapters feature playful activities divided by age band that bridge early academic learning and social,
emotional, physical, and mental development with active engagement in the arts. Structured activities include a materials list,
safety concerns, key takeaways, and related readings, as well as explicit connections to research and national standards. With
clear and concise lesson plans that walk you through activities in music, dance, media arts, visual arts, and theater, it becomes
easy to bring development and learning through movement and creativity to your classroom or program.
In The Wedding Feast an idealistic, altruistic shoe manufacturer arrives at an employee’s wedding, with disastrous consequences.
One More Ride on the Merry-Go-Round features a comic plot involving academics who get high on a hash birthday cake, a
recalcitrant daughter, and the appearance of an illegitimate son who is a magician. In Groupie 61-year-old Mattie Beancourt is
shocked to discover her idol, the famous painter Mark Gorman, living alone in near poverty. She is sunny, he is curmudgeonly and
the impact of their friendship is startling. Set against a scene of defiant old age, The Old Ones examines the eccentric rituals of old
age and plays out the conflict between the optimistic and pessimistic spirit.
Describes how Matisse turned paper cut-outs into works of art. Provides sheets of paper and instructions so that children can
make similar cut-outs.
Jumpstart! French and German presents a collection of simple to use, multi-sensory games and activities that will jumpstart
students’ understanding of modern languages in action. If you are one of the thousands of teachers looking for a range of
practical and fun ideas to teach languages engagingly, then this is the perfect book for you. The book opens with a range of
innovative ideas to help you set the scene in your language classroom. These are followed by a feast of short and simple activities
designed to help you make quick starts with your students and hold their attention. The focus throughout is on communicative
action, bringing languages alive with all activities presented in two languages: French and German. Specifically written to help
teachers work within the guidelines of the new curriculum, activities in the book will help pupils to:- • Listen, respond and
understand key elements of the target language • Speak in phrases and sentences with appropriate pronunciation • Express and
communicate simple ideas with clarity • Write phrases and short sentences • Develop an understanding of basic grammar • Learn
songs and simple poems in the language studied • Engage in active learning through a range of varied activities. Jumpstart!
French and German celebrates the joys of language and will help you to find just the right words or phrases to express what you
want to say.
“It makes little difference how fast you can run the 100 meters when the race is 400 meters long. Life is not a sprint; it is a distance
run, and it demands the kind of conditioning that enables people to go the distance.”—Gordon MacDonald Running Strong Whose
heart doesn’t leap at the sight of a beautifullyconditioned runner, effortlessly gliding along, stride-bystride, mile-by-mile? And what
runner gets to this place without a thankless—and often lonely—regimen of strategy and self-denial? Isn’t this the perfect metaphor
of what your heart is longing for—running life’s race with intentionality and grace? With strength and focus? Well, you can. Veteran
pastor and best-selling author Gordon MacDonald says you must develop resilience—the courage and ability to get up when you
fall, to keep running when you’re bone-weary, and to keep your eye on the goal even in the murkiest moments. Using the
backdrop of his own experiences as a champion runner, MacDonald demonstrates how resilient people Practice spiritual selfdiscipline to build stamina and grit; Know what’s up ahead, what obstacles they will likely face; and Bond with special friends who
share their commitment to finishing well. Because he has also run many long, punishing laps in the tough race of life, MacDonald
is uniquely qualified to coach and encourage you in developing that resilient spirit—to weather adversity, to finish what you start,
and to never be satisfied with anything short of God’s best for you.
Bringing French to Life provides an innovative and refreshing cross-curricular approach to teaching languages in primary schools,
combining art, design and foreign languages with various aspects of the National Primary Curriculum such as Literacy, Numeracy
and PE. This unique practical resource comprises an engaging storyline about a day in the life of two French children and gives an
opportunity for learners to re-enact their day, using finger puppets, handmade crafts and exciting games to practise new language.
Each of the 14 sections begins with a short accessible dialogue in French and is followed by suggestions for using the new
vocabulary in pairs, small groups or as a whole class. The main story is accompanied by fun craft activities linked to the story (one
for each section, ie 14 in total) for children to create in class using the templates and instructions provided. A wide range of further
activities follows, consisting of lively games, songs and opportunities to communicate simple ideas. Language extensions are
suggested, focussing on imaginative writing and reading ideas linked to the theme of each section. Written to support the new
foreign languages programme of study the book also includes: * Cross-curricular links to numerous subjects including Literacy,
Numeracy, PE and ICT * Classroom games and activities * Photocopiable resources and templates for fun classroom activities
and projects * Language extension activities. Bringing French to Life can be read on three levels to suit a variety of classroom
situations. First, the story can be told ‘straight’ with the whole class participating in the dialogues. Second, the story can be
combined with the craft activities after each main section. 14 doing and making activities match the storyline and provide a
colourful, eye catching display and learning focus in the classroom or for Open Days or Assemblies. Teachers can use as many or
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as few as they wish. The resultant crafts can be used for very effective classroom displays/open days/assemblies etc. Finally, the
language extension activities can be used alongside the art/craft/design activities as desired. The aim of these activities is to
extend the target language in a relevant context through a variety of methods such as songs, playlets, simple communicative
exchanges, games with numbers etc.
This book offers detailed listings of all the major Shakespeare plays on stage and screen in North America. Exploring each of the
play's performance history, including reviews and useful information about staging, it provides an engaging reference guide for
academics and students alike.
From the Introduction: "What kind of knowledge and skills can your child be expected to learn in second grade at school? How can
you help your child at home? These are questions that we try to answer in this book. It presents the sort of knowledge and skills—in
literature, reading and writing, history and geography, visual arts, music, mathematics, and science—that should be at the core of a
challenging second-grade education. Because children and localities differ greatly across this big, diverse country, so do secondgrade classrooms. But all communities, including classrooms, require some common ground for communication and learning. In
this book we present the specific shared knowledge that hundreds of parents and teachers across the nation have agreed upon for
American second graders. This core is not a comprehensive prescription for everything that every second grader needs to know.
Such a complete prescription would be rigid and undesirable. But the book does offer a solid common ground that will enable
young students to become active, successful learners in their classroom community and later in the larger communities we live
in—town, state, nation, and world." BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from What Your Third Grader Needs to Know.
Every 3rd issue is a quarterly cumulation.
Winner of the Whitbread Book of the Year 2005 Shortlisted for the Samuel Johnson Prize 2005 The second in Hilary Spurling's
sweeping, two-volume biography of Henri Matisse, one of the most influential and beloved artists of the twentieth century This
fascinating exploration of Matisse's world uncovers the secret life of the artist, whose paintings shocked his contemporaries while
paving the way for modern art. Tracing the artist's story through growing maturity and success, Matisse the Master unveils the
intimate relationship between his life and his work. Spanning from 1909 to 1954, this triumphant second volume in Spurling's
essential biography captures the glory years of Henri Matisse.
Jumpstart! Spanish and Italian presents a collection of simple to use, multi-sensory games and activities which will jumpstart
students’ understanding of modern languages in action. If you are one of the thousands of teachers looking for a range of
practical and fun ideas to teach languages engagingly, then this is also the perfect book for you. A range of innovative ideas to
help you set the scene in your language classroom are presented first. These are followed by a feast of short and simple activities
designed to help you make quick starts with your students and hold their attention. The focus throughout is on communicative
action, bringing languages alive with all activities presented in two languages: Spanish and Italian. Specifically written to help
teachers work within the guidelines of the new curriculum, activities in the book will help pupils to:- Listen, respond and understand
key elements of the target language; Speak in phrases and sentences with appropriate pronunciation; Express and communicate
simple ideas with clarity; Write phrases and short sentences; Develop an understanding of basic grammar; Learn songs and
simple poems in the language studied; Engage in active learning through a range of varied activities. Jumpstart! Spanish and
Italian will celebrate the joys of language, and coherent expression; of finding just the right words or phrases to express what you
want to say.
Provides instructions for making fun objects out of foam.
A guide for artists and creative people looking to tarot for guidance and inspiration. Written for novices and seasoned readers
alike, "The Creative Tarot" is a unique guidebook that reimagines tarot cards and the ways they can boost the creative process.
This new and updated book is packed full of tried-and-tested therapeutic activities for use in a range of care settings. It is designed
to use simple and inexpensive tools and contains both individual and group activities of varying difficult, and includes real-life
anecdotes that bring the techniques to life.
You can count on Rick Steves to tell you what you really need to know when traveling in Provence and the French Riviera. In this
guide, you'll find a dazzling mix of enjoyable cities, warm stone villages, Roman ruins, and breathtaking coastline. Experience
Roman history with self-guided tours of the Pont du Gard aqueduct, Roman theater in Orange, and Arena in Arles. Explore sunsoaked Riviera beaches and resort towns, from cosmopolitan Nice to colorful Villefranche-sur-Mer. Get inspired by artistic
masterpieces by Renoir, Matisse, Picasso, and Chagall. After a day of sightseeing, relax at a café with a view, dive into a bowl of
bouillabaisse, and watch fishermen return to the harbor. Rick's candid, humorous advice will guide you to good-value hotels and
restaurants. You'll learn which sights are worth your time and money, and how to get around by train, bus, car, or boat. More than
just reviews and directions, a Rick Steves guidebook is a tour guide in your pocket.
Henri Matisse by Alastair Sooke - an essential guide to one of the 20th century's greatest artists 'One January morning in 1941,
only a fortnight or so after his seventy-first birthday, the bearded and bespectacled French artist Henri Matisse was lying in a
hospital bed preparing to die.' Diagnosed with cancer, the acclaimed painter, and rival of Picasso, seemed to be facing his demise.
Then something unexpected happened. After a life-saving operation that left him too weak to paint, and often too frail to even get
out of bed, Matisse invented a ground-breaking and effortless new way of making art. The results rank among his greatest work. In
an astonishing blaze of creativity, he began conjuring mesmerising designs of dazzling dancers and thrilling tightrope walkers,
sensuous swimmers and mythical figures falling from the heavens. His joyful and unprecedented new works were as spontaneous
as jazz music and as wondrous as crystal-clear lagoons. Their medium? Coloured paper and scissors. This book, by art critic and
broadcaster Alastair Sooke, focuses on Matisse's extraordinary final decade, which he called 'a second life', after he had returned
from the grave. Both a biography and a guide to Matisse's 'cut-outs', it tells the story of the valedictory flourish of one of the most
important and beloved artists of the twentieth century. Published in time for a major Tate Modern retrospective. 'Sooke is an
immensely engaging character. He has none of the weighty self-regard that often afflicts art experts and critics; rather he
approaches his subjects with a questioning, open, exploratory attitude' Sarah Vine, The Times 'His shows are excellent - clever,
lively, scholarly, but not too lecturey; he's very good at linking his painters with the world outside the studio, and at how these
artists have affected the world today' Sam Wollaston reviewing 'Modern Masters', Guardian Alastair Sooke is art critic of the Daily
Telegraph. He has written and presented documentaries on television and radio for the BBC, including Modern Masters, The
World's Most Expensive Paintings, Treasures of Ancient Rome and, most recently, Treasures of Ancient Egypt. He is a regular
reporter for The Culture Show on BBC Two. He is the author of Roy Lichtenstein: How Modern Art was Saved by Donald Duck.
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